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Implantation of expandable stents into stenotic arteries after percutaneous coronary intervention to relieve arterial
narrowing has become a standard therapeutic tool. The improvement in vascular interventional technology, and
especially stent technology, has, arguably, outstripped understanding of the biologic consequences of opening an
obstructed artery. In the case of bifurcation stenoses, new evidence suggests that opening a stenotic subsidiary branch
may create unfavorable hemodynamics in the stented main branch that can lead to in-stent restenosis.
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distribution in liver and muscle cells, which 
can also influence insulin action.
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Implantation of expandable stents into stenotic arteries after percutaneous 
coronary intervention to relieve arterial narrowing has become a standard 
therapeutic tool. The improvement in vascular interventional technology, 
and especially stent technology, has, arguably, outstripped understanding 
of the biologic consequences of opening an obstructed artery. In the case 
of bifurcation stenoses, new evidence suggests that opening a stenotic sub-
sidiary branch may create unfavorable hemodynamics in the stented main 
branch that can lead to in-stent restenosis (see the related article beginning 
on page 1607).

The branching arterial system has com-
plex hemodynamics. Flow is laminar in 
straight segments away from the ostia of 
side branches or the flow dividers that form 
the origin of subsidiary vessels of a main 
branch. The inherently disturbed flow at 
branch points creates an environment that 
predisposes to the development of athero-
sclerosis (1, 2). This permissive environ-
ment is characterized by low, oscillating, or 
reversed flow created opposite flow divid-
ers or branch points and is caused by flow 
separation in which streamlines of flow-
ing blood curve away from the artery wall 

proximally and back toward the wall dis-
tally (3). The impact of local hemodynamic 
influences on the pathogenesis of athero-
sclerosis has been studied extensively, both 
in vitro and in vivo (4). In vitro flow models 
have defined the effects of a given geometry 
on flow dynamics, and biologic responses 
have been associated with predicted flow 
patterns (5, 6). Generally, these models 
have not incorporated consideration of the 
evolving effects of the dynamic outward or 
inward remodeling of arteries that is asso-
ciated with atherosclerosis (7). In particu-
lar, such approaches have not been applied 
extensively to exploration of the conse-
quences of the acute hemodynamic chang-
es inherent in the practice of interventional 
cardiology for clinical outcomes, specifical-
ly restenosis. The optimum approach to the 

clinical situation of, for example, the pres-
ence of proximal stenoses in both the main 
branch and a relatively large side branch of 
a coronary artery has not been agreed upon 
generally (8). With the advent of the use of 
vascular stents, a common approach has 
been to stent both arteries, although long-
term outcomes are less than optimal (9). A 
guiding clinical principle has been the drive 
for complete revascularization. The under-
lying vascular biology and, in particular, 
the interdependence of the hemodynamic 
environment in the main and side branch-
es in the presence of stenoses in each has 
been poorly understood. Thus, beyond the 
imperative of relieving ischemia, there has 
been no firm biologic basis guiding clinical 
decision-making with regard to interven-
tion to open a severely stenotic side branch 
when percutaneous coronary interven-
tion is being performed to open the main 
branch stenosis.

In vitro simulation of flow patterns  
of branching arteries
In this issue of the JCI, Richter and col-
leagues describe experimental approaches 
that represent a major advance in under-
standing the interrelatedness of stenoses 
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at branch points (10). They developed ele-
gant in vitro models of a branching artery 
in which flow in both branches and the 
extent of stenosis in the side branch were 
controlled. Furthermore, they incorporated 
into the system compensatory remodeling 
in the main branch that would be stimulat-
ed by side branch occlusion. They evaluated 
the appearance of boundary layer separa-
tion under various circumstances. Arbitrary 
bifurcating geometries were associated 
with flow separation in both main and 
side branches. However, minor manipula-
tions of the shape of the main branch lat-
eral wall and of flow in both branches could 
readily be found that were associated with 
an absence of flow separation in the main 
branch and only a minimal amount of flow 
separation at the ostium of the patent side 

branch; these manipulations thus simulat-
ed a “healthy” hemodynamic state. A high-
grade stenosis could be gradually induced 
in the side branch without the development 
of flow separation in the main branch as 
long as outward, compensatory remodeling 
in the main branch was incorporated into 
the system. Under these circumstances, the 
hemodynamic environment of the main 
branch was not different from that in a 
normal, nonbranching segment. Clinical 
circumstances were replicated in which the 
side branch stenosis was acutely removed in 
a setting in which compensatory outward 
main branch remodeling was not incor-
porated into the system.  In this situation, 
opening the side branch was associated with 
significant flow separation along the main 
branch lateral wall. Thus, the hemodynamic 

environment in the main branch could be 
determined to a large extent by events and 
circumstances in the side branch. These 
observations led to predictions that the 
response to the injury of stent implantation 
in a main branch at an arterial bifurcation in 
their porcine model would be importantly 
influenced by the state of patency of the side 
branch, and by whether the main branch 
had been given sufficient time to remodel 
and adapt to prior side branch occlusion.

Disturbed flow drives in-stent 
inflammation and lesion formation
The most important finding of Richter and 
colleagues is that the in vivo results of side 
branch stenosis and main branch stenting 
were consistent with and predicted by the 
hemodynamic influences observed in the in 

Figure 1
Potential influence of the status of a stenotic side branch on the healing of a main branch stenosis treated with percutaneous intervention and 
stent placement. Simultaneous stenting of the side branch may create disturbed flow patterns at the lateral wall opposite the side branch orifice, 
which are associated with amplified inflammatory responses and restenosis (upper panel). In the continued presence of stenosis and decreased 
flow in the side branch, the hemodynamic environment in the stented main branch may be similar to that in a nonbranching arterial segment 
with nondisturbed, laminar flow (lower panel). Laminar flow, in general, has anti-inflammatory and growth-inhibiting effects on the arterial wall 
and facilitates healing. While hypothetical, this figure illustrates that opening of a side branch in the setting of a stented main branch may have 
untoward effects on the outcome of the primary treatment target.
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vitro model (10) (Figure 1). Thus, in the pres-
ence of an occluded or stenotic side branch, 
stent implantation in the main branch was 
associated only with a concentric, uniform, 
cell-rich region, composed to a large extent 
of vascular smooth muscle cells around the 
stented portion of the artery. This resembled 
the vessel remodeling expected in a straight, 
nonbifurcating segment with nondisturbed 
flow. In contrast, dilating and stenting of 
the stenotic side branch and subsequent 
stenting of the main branch before it was 
allowed to remodel was associated with the 
development of an eccentric main branch, 
in-stent lesion that was located on the lat-
eral wall beginning opposite the side branch 
orifice. This location was correlated with the 
area of flow separation in the in vitro model. 
On the other hand, permitting the main 
branch to remodel before stenting it and 
before opening and stenting the side branch 
mitigated the formation of the eccentric, 
in-stent restenosis. Outward remodeling 
of the main branch in the in vitro model 
before opening the side branch was associ-
ated with normalization of the flow pat-
terns. Thus, disturbed, nonlaminar flow in 
vivo, as predicted from the in vitro model, 
was associated consistently with restenotic 
lesion formation in the stented area.

The mechanism or mechanisms by which 
disturbed flow patterns and flow sepa-
ration induce in-stent lesion formation 
involve inflammation. Leukocyte accu-
mulation is characteristic of the chronic 
inflammatory response elicited by arterial 
stent implantation and drives the resulting 
remodeling (11, 12). This inflammatory 
response was most intense and asymmet-
ric in the side-branch patent model and, as 
in the case of the neointimal hyperplasia, 
was concentrated along the main branch  
lateral wall, beginning opposite the side 
branch orifice. In addition to the assym-
metric intimal hyperplasia in this location 
and setting there was a striking, crescent-

shaped area in the outer part of the lateral 
wall that was hypocellular and connective 
tissue–rich. Thus abnormal flow patterns, 
as inferred from the in vitro model, appear 
to determine in the stented artery the local 
intensity of the inflammatory response that 
in turn drives both the abnormal prolifera-
tive and fibrotic responses. 

These results are provocative in their 
own right in demonstrating the central 
role of the hemodynamic environment 
in determining the remodeling response 
(restenosis) in the stented artery. They also 
raise a number of important questions. 
Conventional wisdom assigns an impor-
tant role to the endothelium in remodel-
ing of the arterial wall (13). In this setting 
the endothelium is presumably absent. 
If so, what cells are sensing the abnormal 
flow environment that results from bound-
ary layer separation? Presumptively, the 
mononuclear cells may sense and respond 
to the disordered flow environment. If 
so, what are the mechanisms involved? Is 
the intimal mononuclear cell population 
responsible for the crescentic, hypocellular 
area of the lesion, and what are the mecha-
nisms? Intimal injury is associated with a 
robust cellular response in the adventitia 
(14). This phenomenon is not addressed 
here. Could it also play a role? Could robust 
anti-inflammatory strategies obviate the 
maladaptive responses imposed by the pres-
ence of the patent side branch? Could stent 
design and technology be adapted to create 
an optimum hemodynamic environment?

Richter and colleagues (10) have advanced 
our understanding of the biologic issues 
involved in the application of percutaneous 
intervention and stent technology to the 
treatment of bifurcation lesions. Potential 
clinical application will require consider-
able further investigation.
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